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Substantial effort has been devoted to the synthesis of molecular receptors that can function as
chemosensors for nitroaromatic explosives. In spite of several advantages, these receptors suffer
from low sensitivity and difficulties translating the response into the gas phase. We have combined
tetrathiafulvalene-functionalized calix�4�pyrrole, a colorimetric receptor, with a polyimide
microcantilever, that includes a mechanical stress sensing element. The resulting system is capable
of detecting 10 ppb trinitrobenzene vapor. This represents a 30-fold improvement relative to the
receptor in halogenated solvents, suggesting that this approach can provide a solution to translating
the chemical response of colorimetric chemosensors into practical devices. © 2011 American
Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3567011�

Recently, considerable effort has been devoted to the
synthesis of molecular receptors that can function as so-
called chemosensors for nitroaromatic explosives.1–4 Within
this context, colorimetric systems, agents that signal the
presence of a nitroaromatic analyte via a color change, have
a certain appeal.2–5 Their ease of use and their ability to
function in the absence of any supporting instrumentation
could make them applicable in certain-situations, where a
qualitative yes/no indication involving the presence or ab-
sence of a targeted explosive is required. However, in spite
of their potential advantages, the colorimetric sensors for ni-
troaromatic explosives reported to date suffer from disadvan-
tages. Prime among these is low sensitivity and difficulties
with translating the colorimetric response seen in solution
�where most function well� into the gas phase. This has made
them less than ideal for stand-off detection of nitroaromatic
explosive vapors. To address this deficiency, we have com-
bined a well-studied colorimetric sensor that responds to
trinitrobenzene �TNB� in organic media, namely, the
thienofused, tetrathiafulvalene-functionalized calix�4�pyrrole
�TTF-C4P; see scheme shown in Fig. 1�, with a cantilever
sensor. This receptor has previously been demonstrated to
bind TNB in organic solution.5 However, although superior
to earlier TTF-functionalized calixpyrrole receptors, is ca-
pable of detecting TNB in solution with a limit of detection
of approximately 0.3 ppm in halogenated solvents. We have
now incorporated this receptor on a cantilever sensor in the
hopes of improving the sensitivity and creating a device ca-
pable detecting TNB vapors. The resulting sensor system is
capable of detecting TNB in commercially available gas
mixtures containing TNB vapor at the 10 ppb level; this rep-
resents considerable operational improvement in the sensitiv-
ity compared to what is seen in bulk organic media and leads
us to suggest that the present approach could provide a gen-
eral solution to the long-standing problem of translating the

chemical response of colorimetric chemosensors into practi-
cal devices.

Cantilever based sensors are well established in the area
of trace chemical detection, including in the area of explo-
sives detection, due in part to their high sensitivity.6–10 We
thought, therefore, that they would offer a suitable platform
for creating sensing devices based on molecular receptors.
Our goal was to determine whether the basic receptor-
derived analyte specificity is retained while concurrently in-
creasing the sensitivity. To achieve this objective, we devel-
oped a polymer microcantilever with an integrated deflection
sensing element. We coated the cantilever with a layer of
TTF-C4P, a colorimetric sensing material, which represents a
generalized class of receptors5 that is known to provide a
colorimetric response to nitroaromatic explosive TNB. The
device presented in this paper was found capable of detecting
TNB in vapor phase via process that involves a change in the
surface stress of the cantilever. The level of sensitivity is
greatly enhanced compared to what was previously found
with TTF-C4P.

The optical lever method11 is commonly used to detect
nanoscale bending of cantilevers in atomic force microscopy
and in chemical sensing.10 However, this method requires a
bulky optical setup, which results in lack of portability and
high manufacturing costs. There are also challenges associ-
ated with applying the optical lever method when the canti-
lever is in liquid environments or when the cantilever is too
small to reflect the laser. In an effort to address these defi-
ciencies, piezoresistive Si-based deflection elements were
embedded on cantilevers to detect change in stress/strain due

a�Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel.: 734-913-2608.
Electronic mail: angelo@picocal.com.

FIG. 1. �Color online� Molecular structure of thieno-TTF-calix�4�pyrrole
�TTF-C4P� and its TNB binding mode observed in organic solutions.
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to bending12,13 eliminating the need for an optical system.
Recently, polymeric cantilevers14,15 have been developed for
different applications and have displayed enhanced sensitivi-
ties, however, these systems have yet to be used for explo-
sive detection.

For a cantilever embedded with a piezoresistor for de-
flection �bending� detection, the relative resistance change
��R /R� of the piezoresistor due to surface stress is propor-
tional to the gauge factor �the gauge factor is the ratio of
relative change in electrical resistance to the mechanical
strain�, and inversely proportional to the Young’s modulus of
the cantilever material. Therefore, the sensitivity of a canti-
lever sensor can be increased by using a material with low
Young’s modulus values, such as a polymer. Such a reduc-
tion, coupled with a high gauge factor, can lead to increased
sensitivity. Furthermore, at a few micron or smaller scales
the signal to noise ratio �SNR� of the output signal, rather
than the gauge factor, can be the dominant factor determin-
ing sensitivity.7 Metallic thin film piezoresistors are particu-
larly attractive because the noise and drift are much lower
than what is typically seen in semiconductor piezoresistors.

The V-shape polyimide cantilever we report here has
near submicron dimensions and high surface stress sensitiv-
ity. It contains an ultrathin film gold sensor integrated within
the top of the cantilever. The device in question was manu-
factured using a simple and low-cost microfabrication pro-
cess. The resulting cantilever can be used to measure very
small deflections, and detect TNB gas vapor at a vapor con-
centration of 10 ppb when coated with a layer of TTF-C4P.
This represents an improvement in the detection limit of at
least 30-fold compared to the ca. 0.3 ppm level achievable
when TTF-C4P is used as a bulk receptor in organic solution.

The cantilever was prepared using a three-mask process.
Briefly, a 100 nm silicon dioxide layer was thermally grown
on a silicon substrate. A 1.45 �m thick PI2610 polyimide
�HD Microsystem™� layer was then coated on top of the
oxide layer. The polyimide was patterned with reactive ion
etching using oxygen to form the cantilever structure. Then,
a 0.2/10 nm Cr/Au layer was evaporated on the polyimide
and patterned using lift-off to form the sensing element. The
silicon substrate was etched from the back side using a stan-
dard deep reactive ion etching �DRIE� process. Here, the
etching ceases when the thermal oxide layer is reached. Fi-
nally, the cantilever was released by removing the thermal
oxide layer using a buffered oxide etch process. The device
has a length of 17.5 �m and each leg has a width of 5 �m
�Fig. 2�a��. The 0.2/10 nm Cr/Au sensing element is 2 �m
wide and has a nominal resistance of 265 �. A 10 �m wide
polyimide suspended extrusion that extends from the root of
the cantilever to the chip arises from the back side DRIE.
According to our finite element method �FEM� simulation,
this extrusion reduces the sensitivity of the cantilever by

10%, as well as the spring constant by 60%. The spring
constant was estimated to be 4.1 N/m using a Young’s modu-
lus value of 8.5 GPa for the polyimide cantilever. The actual
Young’s modulus of the polyimide layer depends on curing
conditions.

TTF-C4P was used as a receptor for the cantilevers of
this study. It has been demonstrated previously that TTF-C4P
binds to nitroaromatic TNB via a combination of �-electron
rich surfaces provided by the TTF subunits and hydrogen
bonding interactions provided by the pyrrole NH protons.5

This receptor also displays a high inherent specificity for flat,
electron deficient species, such as TNB. In fact, little evi-
dence of “false positives” has been seen when less highly
substituted nitroaromatic compounds were used instead of
TNB. Further, TNB binding is seen even in the presence of
water and other polar solvents. Therefore, this particular re-
ceptor is useful in developing a working sensor device. Here,
we are driven in part by the fact that while, TTF-C4P will
respond to TNB in solution, the actual response is not that
strong; incorporating the sensor into a device product leads
to enhanced sensitivity.

To provide a basis for analyzing our systems, a simpli-
fied FEM model �modified from a model developed by Ricci
et al.16� for surface stress was developed. In this model, the
thin film gold layer is excluded from consideration because
of its relative thinness to the polyimide cantilever structure.
The change in surface strain due to the adsorption of the
molecules on the cantilever is attributed to various interac-
tions including: Lennard-Jones interactions, Coulomb repul-
sion between adsorbed molecules or adsorption-induced
changes in the electronic charge density at the metal’s
surface.17 The specific correlation between the average sur-
face strain and the absorbed TNB vapor is unclear and re-
quires further characterization. To simplify the model, a sur-
face stress is applied on the top surface of the polyimide
cantilever. The gold layer was excluded due to its negligible
thickness. Figure 2�b� shows that the displacement of the
V-shape cantilever is about 28.6 nm when 1 N/m compres-
sive stress is applied. According to the FEM simulation, a
1 mN/m surface stress results in an average strain of about
3.6�10−7.

The displacement sensitivity ��R /R/displacement� of
the cantilever was calibrated by measuring the response of
the sensing element when the cantilever is deflected by a
piezoelectric stage �PiezoJena, Tritor 100�. A multimeter
�Agilent, 34401A� was used to determine the resistance via
the four point measurement method. Here, the free end of
the cantilever was in contact with the piezoelectric stage.
The measured displacement sensitivity proved to be 1.1
�10−6 /nm �0.11% /�m�, while the corresponding gauge fac-
tor for the 10 nm thin film gold was found to be about 3 �Fig.
3�, which is higher than the gauge factor of bulk gold.

To conduct measurements in the presence of vapor TNB
two identical cantilevers are used to form a Wheatstone
bridge circuit as shown in Fig. 4�a�. One side of the sensing
cantilever is coated with a TTF-C4P, while the reference can-
tilever is left uncoated. The supply voltage of the bridge
circuit is set to 0.05 V to ensure low current values through
the cantilever and reduce Joule heating effects. The data is
recorded with a data acquisition system in real time without
amplification. The noise of the readout is about 2 �V. Small
temperature drifts after the Wheatstone bridge is balanced

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Scanning electron microscopy image of the poly-
imide cantilever. �b� FEM simulation of the surface stress of cantilever.
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�Fig. 4�a�� are attributed to ambient temperature fluctuations
and differences in the nominal resistance between the refer-
ence and the sensing cantilevers.

A saturated mixture of TNB vapor in 99% pure nitrogen
was used to test the system. The saturated vapor employed
contains TNB at 6.44�10−6 Torr and 25 °C. The equivalent
concentration of TNB in the gas mixture is 10 ppb. Figure
4�b� shows the response of the V-shape polyimide cantilever
when a 20 mL TNB gas mixture is slowly injected in the
chamber, which contains the cantilever. An initial readout
response occurs within 5 s following TNB injection. The
differential voltage output peaks at 13 �V after several min-
utes. The corresponding surface stress calculated from the
FEM model is approximately 1.4 N/m �tensile�. The response
to peak value can be further improved by reducing the dead
volume. Additional experiments reveal that the cantilever
does not respond to air or acetone-saturated vapors.

In conclusion, we developed a polyimide microcantile-
ver with a thin film gold sensing element for the stress-based

sensing of molecular analytes. The displacement sensitivity
of this device is 1.1�10−6 /nm. The potential utility of the
device for explosive detection was explored further by coat-
ing the cantilever with TTF-C4P, a colorimetric receptor, to
detect TNB vapor at 10 ppb level. It is important to note that
this concentration is set by the vapor pressure of TNB, and is
not the actual detection limit of our device, which is ex-
pected to be much lower. Nevertheless, even at this concen-
tration, this new setup provides a marked improvement on
the detection limit �low ppm level� seen for organic solutions
containing TTF-C4P. The system can be used for the detec-
tion of other nitroaromatic explosives, including 2,4,6-
trinitrotoluene, by using a modified TTF-C4P receptor with
improved sensitivity. The response time and detection limits
can be further improved by reducing the dead volume of the
device, increasing the sensitivity of the cantilever, and im-
proving the SNR in the readout circuit. Studies along these
lines are in progress. The present results lead us to suggest
that the present approach can provide a solution to the prob-
lem of translating the chemical response of colorimetric
chemosensors into practical devices.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Response of the V-shape polyimide cantilever with
displacement.

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� Schematic diagram of the experimental setup,
which includes a Wheatstone bridge circuit with a reference and a detection
cantilever. �b� Graph of the response of the V-shape polyimide cantilever
when exposed to TNB. The vertical axis corresponds to the normalized
values of the change in resistance of the sensing element and the horizontal
axis represents time in minutes.
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